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Introduction 

Thank you for purchasing a Sidhil Mesh Side Rail Pad. The Mesh Side Rail Pad is designed to provide side rail 
padding whilst still allowing the occupant of the bed to be able to see through the side rail and therefore reducing 

the feeling of restricted space. It allows the side rails to be lowered without removing the pad. 
 

Specifications 

 
 

 
 
 

Fitting 
 

 Before the pads are fitted a risk assessment must be performed on a patient by patient 

basis to ensure suitability (including but not limited to: risk of entrapment, asphyxiation, 

insecure fitting and non-compatibility). 

 Side rails pose a potential entrapment hazard, refer to side rail safety notice, SR/PSN 

01/01/1, supplied with the bed. 

 
Ensure the Velcro fastenings are located to the outside of the bed away from the bed occupant. Ensure the 

Velcro fastenings are fastened along the entire length of the side rail.  
 

The side rail pads may be removed for additional ease of raising or lowering the side rails bars if desired.  

 
Cleaning 

Wipe down with a disposable cleaning cloth, moistened with a mild detergent and diluted in hot water (60°C). 
Extra care should be taken around areas where excess dirt or dust may gather. Rinse down with clean water and 

dry off with a paper towel. Always ensure that the pad is dry before re-using.  
 

It is not recommended to use any bleach or surface cleaner that may mark the surface. 

 
DO ensure the side rail pads are cleaned on a regular basis 

 
Warranty   

Sidhil Limited standard terms and conditions apply to all 

purchases; a copy is available from the address below. Your 
statutory rights are not affected. 

 
Note: Although the Mesh Side Rail Pad is designed for use with 

Sidhil Bradshaw & Freedom II beds, subject to assessment of 
suitability it may be possible to use the product with other bed 

and side rail combinations. 

 
 

1275/PS 1275/PS/EXT 
 Sidhil Bradshaw bed range 
 Sidhil Freedom II bed  

 Sidhil Bradshaw bed range + 
platform extension 

 Sidhil Freedom II bed + 
platform extension   

Fabric/Mesh Colour: Cream 

Fitting method: Velcro 

Length: 1980mm (78”) 2110mm (83”) 

Height: 300mm (12”) 300mm (12”) 

Net weight per pair: 2.2kg (4.9lb) 2.3kg (5.1lb) 

User Guide 
Mesh Side Rail Pads – 1275/PS & 1275/PS/EXT 


